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2	One culture, different faces ?
As through emerging communication systems and global trading, continents, cultures and people are closer to each other than was ever before, multiculturalism is mostly described as the living together (or clash) of different cultures. Culture in this definition is closely related to origin, and the included values and attitudes.
From this point of view cultures are seen as intern homogeneous and extern heterogeneous : Al members of eg the western culture share a common set of values and attitudes, which are different to those of other cultures (eg Arabic). Multiculturalism becomes than the way how this different cultures (can) life together in one geographical area.
Closer investigation reveals that the idea of a homogeneous western culture is as convenient as it is misleading. Indeed, in dept studies show that one culture is in fact a sum of different underlying cultures. The latter are predominant in how and witch choices are made by people, including choices related to library use.
A commonly accepted view is that western society can be divided into high and low culture. Sociologist working in this field even refined this dichotomous model with a much broader variety of different cultures. In this approach culture is not related to a regional or racial determinant, but refers to how people use the (cultural) artifacts (clothing, newspapers and media, music, …) to express themselves and shape their cultural identity. Applied by marketers, these cultures where given the name of lifestyles.
Although this form of ‘multiculturalism’ does not start from geographical, nor racial background, it doesn’t exclude them. Studies showed that a majority of the people from non western origin (easily) incorporated, applied and even shaped the existing western lifestyles.
At least it could be proven that this ‘lifestyle’ approach of multiple cultures is very useful for analyzing and identifying user groups in the public library.


3	Analyzing loan statistics to identify cultural patterns
In 2004 the Flemish centre for public libraries conducted a major investigation at 165 libraries. For over 32 000 people were selected randomly and surveyed. Also there lending history was stored for about 6 months. The combination of the survey results and the effective lendings gave insights that where completely new for the sector of public libraries.
The lending data, a huge data set with more than 150 000 records (=lendings) could be used to analyze patterns in:

	The amount of items borrowed
	The different materials borrowed (books, magazines, CD’s, DVD’s, …)
	The sort (genres) of fiction books and the type of non fiction books that are borrowed together.

The first two types of analyses revealed interesting views on the use of the library in relation to the level of education of the users, as well on age and gender. Due to the last analysis an very detailed cultural pattern among the users was identified. Since the latter focuses on the central issue of this conference, less attention will be given to the –also very interesting- former analysis.

3.1	Analyzing borrowed materials
By looking closer to who borrowed wich items, it became obvious that gender, age and education were determinant factors.
A first analysis showed that elderly, lower educated and men are underrepresented in the library population, compared to their relative appearance in the Flemish population.
Detailed analysis on the other hand showed that older and lower educated borrowers are more likely to be heavy users (more items borrowed).
It became also clear that they use much more the fiction collection.
So it can be said that underrepresented in total numbers, older and lower educated groups, are over represented among the non fiction users.  It can also be said that there less in number but higher in volume (amount of materials borrowed/per capita).

Men on the other hand are higher educated and more likely to be CD borrowers (in a lesser extend non-fiction).
It led us to the conclusion that :
	Under represented groups are strongly interested in specific parts of the collection.
	It’s due to it’s most basic materials that a library is attractive for older and lower educated people. New added materials, as CD’s and DVD attract higher educated men and this part of the collection can thus hardly be seen as popular (as in popular culture, attractive for large groups in society).
3.2	Analyzing the borrowed books
An analysis of the fiction genres and non fiction genres showed that it’s impossible to construct one typology of all users of printed material. Reality showed that the first big division among library users is the one between fiction and non fiction, or to stay closer to a functional approach, the use of the public library for information against the cultural (reading) recreational use.
Despite the fact that all books in Flemish libraries are evenly accessible, the study revealed underlying cultural behavior in the in peoples’ selection of the genres and titles. Given this fact six fiction types and five non fiction types could be identified. 

3.2.1	Fiction
Given all the borrowed titles, thrillers is the most popular genre (37,4% of the borrowed fiction titles), followed by the romantic genre (18,3%). A-novels (11.7%), the B novel (popular) 8.1% and scifi 6% close the top five.

Upon this data a cluster analysis revealed six cluster. Using the data from the survey the background of these clusters could be revealed.









This cluster is obsessed by thriller and detective. Some of them also borrow a popular novel or a book on war.
There are more men in this group and they are medium educated, but good earners. They have a medium cultural background and interest in literature. Except for there books they are not really interested in what a library has else to offer: they don’t look around and don’t use the catalogue.

3.2.1.2	Young quality readers
This segment chooses the ‘better books’. 80% of them borrowed at least one A-novel, but also female books, theater and poetry and essays are quit popular.
As the name suggest it’s a younger group with a higher education.
This group is stimulated in their youth to read and still the have a very positive attitude on reading. To find their books they use more often the catalogue.

3.2.1.3	Romantics
As the name suggest this are the readers of the romantic books, a total of 97.5% of this group borrowed at least one romantic book during the reference period. Also the B-novel (popular) and thrillers are borrowed quit a lot.
This is a very ‘female’ and just a bid older group (over middle age), with a lower education. They also were not that much stimulated to read in their childhood. Nevertheless in amounts of visits they are “hard core users”. They visit the library more often for their children.
To find books the walk through the library, leaving the catalogue for what it is.

3.2.1.4	Voracious readers
There are only few genres that this segment doesn’t take home. Thrillers, romantic books, A-novels, B-novels, Sci-fi, female books, historical novels, … They seam to like it all.
They have a lot in common with the romantics but they are older (retired).
They are more female, lower educated with not much cultural stimulation during childhood.
The find all those books by wandering through the library.

3.2.1.5	The older quality readers
They can be seen as the older version of the young … . They like the same genres but borrow them more.
They’re also higher educated and were strongly stimulated to read during childhood.
Unlike their younger version they don’t use the catalogue a lot.

3.2.1.6	The Fiction Fearers
This are in fact non-fiction’ readers who accidentally take a fiction book with them, not really a genre in particular.
This are the higher educated male visitors. They don’t come often to the library and when they do it is for a short time. They go immediately to what they need ore search in the catalogue.

3.2.2	Non Fiction types
Just as we did with the fiction, the same could be done for none fiction.
The fact that only five clusters are needed to describe the non fiction borrowers, we can say that the underlying cultural patterns defining peoples choices are less heterogeneous. One can argue that because of its’ more functional nature the non-fiction collection expresses less the underlying cultural patterns.









As the name suggests the home and garden books are most popular among this group.
This group is more female (not if compared to the average library user) and middle aged. This is a very family oriented group.

3.2.2.2	Spiritualists
In the choice of non-fiction books this groups is looking for equilibrium between body and soul. Books on psychology and philosophy as well as books on medicine and body are borrowed frequently.
The group is younger, very female and higher educated, or still studying.

3.2.2.3	Self thoughts
This segment visit the library to learn more on (local)history.
They are called self thoughts because this merely older men are not highly educated. They also say that they visit the library to learn.
It are hard core library users.

3.2.2.4	The travel birds.
Only one type of non-fiction books is taken home by this group : travel guides.
They are middle aged, higher educated and more male.
Because it is obviously that they visit the library for travel purposes, they are not frequently seen in the library.

3.2.2.5	The non-fiction lovers
This group has a very broad horizon of interest since they take home books from every category.




4	From theory to practice

The marketing strategy of public libraries in Flanders and Brussels focusses on keeping the customer satisfied and on attracting new customers. We try to make the ideas less theoretical by showing you some of the projects that fit in the marketing strategy. 

4.1	The Week of the Public Library

The yearly Week of the Public Library works on both premisses: keeping and attracting customers. Keeping customers is a job that suits the local libraries well. They know their customers. They see it when someone is getting mad and wants to give up his membership. If a loyal customer doesn’t come around any longer, they can send him a letter, since they have his adress and also know what his interests are, thanks to the survey. 
In the Week of the Public Library the local libraries organize all kinds of treats for their loyal customers: from a cup of coffee and a piece of cake to literary massages, a free dvd with every five dvd’s you borrow….

If we want to attract new customers, we have to make a campain that suits our new target group. And therefor we need to know who those targetted people are, what they like, which newspaper they read, what television programma they watch, where they spend their free time and would be able to notice our campain posters… The survey gives us all the answers we need to know. We are convinced that lots of other young families can be persuaded to go (back) to the library and have the same experiences as the ones who already found their way back in. 

4.1.1	Target group: young mothers
These young mothers used to be library members, and are coming back now, for one reason: my children. Apparently they have nice recordings to their former library time, and they want to share that experience with their own family. They are also convinced that going to a library is part of a good and balanced education. The library is a place where the kids ànd the young mums get wiser and spend a nice time.

When the young mothers in our survey find some spare time, they like to read women’s magazines. In the evening, when the kids are asleep, they love to watch Eén, the family channel of the public television. That gives us already an idea of the look and feel we should use in our campain. If we look at the books those young mothers borrow, we see literature and romantic stories for the fiction collection. Their interests in non-fiction books concentrate around life style, cooking, gardening, creating a nice home, being healthy in a fysical and a psychological way…
Famous Belgians attract, and certainly when they plead for a good cause, such as the public library. Therefor our campain of the Week of the Public Library shows Marc Reynebeau, a famous Belgian known for his overall knowledge and intellect, but also for his clumsiness. Someone who doesn’t need a library, you would think. But even Marc Reynebeau gets wiser in the library, because he finds books that help him find the right stylish clothes. The book cover we use refers to the interests of our target group: life style. And apparing to women’s magazines Marc Reynebeau is ‘well appreciated’ by our target group. 

4.1.2	Campain
The Week of the Public Library works on three levels: Flanders national, the smaller regions and the local public library. The national campain focusses on visibility with a website, posters, folders, flyers and funny booklet indicators throughout Flanders and Brussels and cooperation with national press. The regional campain gains newcomers with a library contest and focusses on regional press. Local libraries treat their loyal customers with a National Library Treat Day full of surprising activities and inform the local press. These three levels make the Week of the Public Library visible throughout Flanders and Brussels.

4.2	Poetry Day
Flemish libraries attract lots of new menbers, but lose many at the same time. The balance stays. Stopping the outflow would already make a big difference. Therefor we created a project to stop members from leaving their membership.
A Dutch investigation showed that you can write a personal letter to a member that stays away. If you write the letter in the following six months of his last visit, 20 % of them comes back. Promissing a little gift makes the results even better. 
At national Poetry Day VCOB, the support centre for all public libraries in Flanders and Brussels, made poetic handkerchiefs, that libraries could order with us. We wrote a step-to-step manual to get all the members that stay away out of your library system and gave an example of a letter you might send. A few libraries tested the project and the results were astonishing: 20 percent came back, and kept on coming back.  
After this testing phase, we want to make promotional material for all libraries, so that every one can start stopping the ouflow of library members. 
4.3	Bibdating
Lots of libraries have reading groups, where one particular book is read and then discussed. Reading groups are fun, and attract mostly elder women. Also younger people want to share their reading experiences but don’t necessarily want to be a member of a reading group. And experienced reading groups are looking for a new fresh way of working. And thus, Bibdating was born. 

4.3.1	What is Bibdating? 
Bibdating is inspired by speed dating, a trend in the world of singles. But instead of talking about just anything with your ‘blind date’, you can talk about books and reading experiences. Indeed, what you read tells a lot about who you are.
A bibdate starts with the rigth atmosphere: candles, christmas lights, colourful napkins en comfortable chairs set in pairs. The master of ceremony welcomes everyone with a little drink, gives everyone a red or a green pepper to put on and explains what’s about to happen. Everyone puts his favorite book on the table. 
Because no one knows the others, we start with ‘ice breakers’. Those are little questions the participants can ask another: do you buy or borrow your books, do you write in your books, do you always finish a book you have started, what is your favourite place to read … After they know the answer, both participants exchange their question and continue.
When the ice has been broken, bibdating can start. Everyone takes his book. 
The red peppers (or women, or youngsters, or…) sit down. The green peppers join a red pepper and start a conversation about the books, their experiences… After 5 minutes a nice tango music sounds: time to move on. The green peppers move on to the next red pepper. And so on.




Library members have different profiles, and different interests. A bibdate tailored on specific intrests and needs is possible with the insights of the survey. We took 6 profiles that are common and put them on a cross with two dimensions: ‘reading interest and patterns’ on one hand, and ‘emotion’ on the other hand. 

4.3.2.1	Reading interest and patterns
40 % of the borrowed books are fiction, 23 % non fiction
There is no such thing as thé fiction reader and thé non fiction reader, but we can still make this group a bit more specific:
Fiction = more women, elder lower education, visits library often, browse to find books, isn’t much into culture 
Non Fiction = more men, younger, higher education, visits less often, finds through catalogue, much into culture
	
	Emotion
Today life can be very stressful. People look for ways to destress, and we find to types of destressing. One type is the more ‘manly’ type that is more material, aggressive, extravert and adventurous. The more ‘feminine’ type is emotional, tender, introvert and safe. 





Vlieg je mee (fly with us) is a campain that wants to bring children closer to culture. Vlieg (Fly) is a little icon that stands for family and children friendly culture. The survey tells us that the library and families go well together. Vlieg and libraries match.
Therefor we started a campain this summer: De Leeszomer van Vlieg (The Reading Summer of Fly). Lots of children stop going to the libray during school breaks. That means two months of no reading. In september, at the beginning of the new school year, reading seems hard and a long time ago. But during summer holiday children have lots of spare time to read and discover how much fun reading can be. 

The campain starts at school. Teachers and parents get a library letter that tells them what happens after two months of non reading. All children get a funny poster to plan their two months of holiday. Poster and letter give more information on the campain: go to the library in July and August and win! In fact, when children go to the library they get a post card where they can gather stamps: one for each book they have read. After three stamps they get a funny Vlieg-magnet to put on the refrigerator. 

When children and their parents come to the library, we try to persuade the parents to take a book, dvd, or cd as well. That makes two flies in one go: children read during holidays and parents get persuaded to become a member of the library. 
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